TransTraks is designed with the customer in mind. Easy to use, simple to
maintain and comprehensive in scope. Key advantages are:










One price for all the modules
Single or multi-user for the same price
Works with Microsoft Access and SQL
Integrated with Microsoft MapPoint for mapping and routing
The lowest price in the school transportation industry for a comprehensive
software solution
Allows activity trip requests to be filed by schools via your network or the
Internet
Electronic trip confirmations and invoicing
Provides Electronic Special Ed Transportation Requests for instant
processing by your dispatchers and routers.
Return on Investment (ROI) times that are
measured in months rather than years.
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Contact Our Sales & Marketing Department:

A Division of Perseus Associates, LLC
125 Clover Hill Court, Danville, CA 94526
Sales Office: 925-838-8514 Fax: 925-396-6046
Email: info@transtraks.com Web: www.transtraks.com
*Perseus Associates, LLC and its software TransTraks is not in any way affiliated with TransTrack Systems, Inc,
which owns TransTrack Manager® and TransTrack Systems®. TransTrack Systems, Inc is a transit industry
service provider.
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TransTraks is a new kind of software designed for the school transportation
industry. Easy to learn. Simple to use. Powerful tools. Yet, affordable for all
size school transportation operations.
Using the point and click simplicity of Windows and the power of Microsoft Access, you are now in control of all of your transportation data.
TransTraks was developed by and for transportation management professionals. Unlike many other programs on the market today, TransTraks was developed with input from a group of small, medium and large beta school districts.
The result is a comprehensive software package for one affordable price.
TransTraks includes the following comprehensive functions:



Student Database (including student citations and discipline)
Vehicle Maintenance (including Work Orders and Inventory)




Computerized Training Records
Field and Athletic Trips (including computerized confirmations/invoices
and school site remote data entry of proposed trips)



Employee Timekeeping (with optional biometric fingerprint clock-in)




Employee Database (including discipline and commendations)
Dispatcher Dashboard - Major Functions at a Glance





Computerized Routing and Mapping
Multi-user and Network Ready
Student Bus Pass System (including Parent Pay)



Automated Fueling Module (including vehicle mpg and fuel billing reports)

Written in Microsoft Access
TransTraks is a program written in
Microsoft Access, which is an
industry standard relational data
base. Therefore, its data base
structure can be easily modified
and expanded to meet future
needs and requirements. It is also
Microsoft SQL capable for those
districts using this database. New
staff members can be up and running very quickly when compared to other
pupil transportation information systems that often require weeks or months of
training. Staff can become productive in TransTraks after just a few short hours
of training. The TransTraks System environment makes complex tasks simple,
with staff members simply pushing a mouse button to get instant results. By
automating and helping to organize the mountains of data related to thousands
of students and their transportation needs, the department staff can better
manage the entire process.

TransTraks Is Easily Customized
TransTraks is designed to be easy to customize, relying on numerous userdefined table driven
options. This makes it
possible for TransTraks to
work in a variety of
different Transportation
environments and be able
to change when the
department’s priorities or
procedures need to be
modified. The decision is
in the hands of the user,
not hidden in impossible to
understand software
coding requiring expensive
programmers.

TransTraks Modules
TransTraks uses various modules to
organize your activities. Each module contains the various data entry
forms and reports for that particular
functional area. Remember, when
you buy TransTraks you get ALL
the modules, not just one or two.
More importantly, your budget will
like the fact that TransTraks with all
its modules often costs less than
just one module of other programs
on the market. And that is the advantage of TransTraks. We offer
a comprehensive data management system that is easy to use
and is reasonably priced. Log
onto www.transtraks.com to explore the various modules found
in TransTraks. We are sure you
will agree that TransTraks has
an unbeatable combination of
ease of use, functionality and
low price.

